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The Hollywood Ten 

When asked why he never disclosed his political affiliations, Herbert Biberman replied 

“Citizens in cultural pursuits, such as myself, had to choose in such a way that history will not 

label us as cowards or chumps.”("Herbert Biberman Dead at 71.") Biberman, along with 9 other 

artists working in film, was abruptly put on trial and asked whether he was or was not affiliated 

with the communist party. When all ten of the witnesses (they would soon be called the 

Hollywood Ten) refused to disclose their political views, their names were placed on a blacklist. 

A blacklist was a list of names that would be ostracized and have difficulty keeping or finding 

employment due to their presumed problematic or inconvenient political views(Burnette). 

Despite this blatant obstruction of his first amendment rights, Biberman was sent to jail for six 

months, while most of the other Hollywood Ten members were sent to jail for one year. During 

this period, more and more names were added to the blacklist. This era marked a period of 

humiliation, betrayal, and the pressure to maintain one’s reputation. While artists in the 

Hollywood film industry with alleged communist affiliations suffered due to being registered on 

a blacklist which also initiated an immediate anti-communist movement in Hollywood film 

production, artists and their alleged affiliations actually became glorified in the late 1950s and 

’60s once the blacklist was dismissed, causing there instead to be a stigma against those who had 

turned in artists to the House Un-American Activities Committee. 
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The Red Scare refers to the widespread hysteria over communism that took over the 

American public. The first Red Scare had occurred after the Bolshevik Revolution causing many 

poor laborers to admire communist ideologies. The Sedition Act of 1918, however, targeted 

anyone who criticized the government and the traditional American way of life. With the Cold 

War fought between the United States and the Soviet Union in the late 1940s, there was another 

Red Scare, heightened by the media and political leaders. One specific political leader that 

spearheaded a lot of communist fear was Republican senator from Wisconsin, Joseph McCarthy. 

McCarthyism was coined to represent the period where McCarthy spread communist fear 

through largely public allegations, often based on little to no evidence (Stockdale). This trend 

was popular during this era, specifically when the US House of Representatives’ House 

Un-American Activities Committee(HUAC) in 1943 launched an investigation of communist 

presence in the Hollywood film industry, despite having any substantial evidence (Carlin). 

The HUAC, aiming to destroy any connections between Hollywood and the communist 

party, called the witnesses to the stand. The hearings began in 1947 and included both “friendly” 

and “unfriendly” witnesses(Stockdale) The “unfriendly” witnesses argued that the HUAC was 

violating the first amendment. When asked “Are you now, or have you ever been, a member of 

the American Communist Party?" The “unfriendly” witnesses, who would soon be called the 

Hollywood Ten, deemed the question as a whole unconstitutional and refused to answer. They 

were cited for contempt of Congress and sent to jail for 6-12 months. The Hollywood Ten 

members: Albert Maltz, Dalton Trumbo, Alvah Bessie, Samuel Ornitz, Ring Lardner Jr., Lester 

Cole, Herbert Biberman, Edward Dmytryk, and Adrian Scott were put on a blacklist in the 
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Hollywood film industry (Burnette). Over the years, more names were added to the blacklist, as 

communist fear spread and people looked to turning in names to uphold their reputation. 

As the HUAC sought to expel communist influence in Hollywood, the film industry 

became increasingly anti-communist. After the allegations of the communist affiliations in film 

surfaced, the Motion Picture Association of American resolved that they would never hire a 

known communist, and the Screen Actors Guild had an obligatory oath members had to sign to 

prove they were against communism (Stockdale). While the members of the Hollywood Ten 

were sent to jail, and more artists were constantly being added to the blacklist, different film 

companies sent out anti-communist propaganda to prove that they had no associations with 

blacklisted artists or the communist party. Walt Disney and head of Screen Actors’ Guild Ronald 

Reagan distributed anti-communist propaganda to film studios(Stockdale). As these two 

prominent figures in Hollywood strongly discouraged any hints of communism in films, many 

other film producers followed suit. The Bureau played many anti-communist films, including the 

show “GangBusters'' (Stabile). Anti-communist films were also being produced like “Iron 

Curtain'' (1948) and “The Red Menace and I Married a Communist”(1949) (Feuerherd). In 

addition to the large volume of anti-communist films being produced, there was also literature 

regarding supposed communist infiltration in Hollywood like the Red Channels: The Report of 

Communist Influence in Radio and Television (1950) which encouraged people to turn in 

supposed communists and spread anti-communism (Stabile). Anti-communist propaganda spread 

throughout the media, pressuring people to turn in suspects to the blacklist.  

While the blacklist was being implemented, artist’s careers either faltered, or they were 

forced to work in more degrading positions. Unfortunately, more and more names were added to 
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the blacklist as the US government, along with organizations in media and film, set out to 

blacklist hundreds of other artists (Stockdale). As a result, many artists lost their employment, 

had their careers destroyed, or were imprisoned. Many blacklisted artists, after a period of 

unemployment or working odd end jobs, decided to return to film making under a pseudonym. 

Working under a pseudonym entailed receiving a dramatically smaller salary and not being able 

to gain credit for one’s work(Burnette). Alvah Bessie, one of the members of the Hollywood 

Ten, worked under a pseudonym from 1947-1950 and was paid half of his established 

salary(“Alvah Bessie Papers, 1929-1999”). Dalton Trumbo, a screenwriter from the Hollywood 

Ten, worked under a pseudonym to create "The Brave One", "Gun Crazy", and more (Schickel). 

Ring Lander Jr. also created films under a pseudonym (Appendix A). Although many blacklisted 

artists were able to work, their lack of reasonable earnings and credit made the experience, as a 

whole, degrading. 

When the McCarthy era began to decline and the blacklist lost its influence in the late 

1950s and early ’60s, many blacklisted artists were able to resume their careers and thrive. 

McCarthy lost his influence in the late ’50s when the senate stopped supporting him, and with 

his decline came the decline of the widespread fear of communism (Carlin). Film companies like 

CBS began clearing names of previously blacklisted artists, and they were praised for their 

talents and contributions to the film industry (Cold War Cool Medium). Film production began 

to dismiss the blacklist, starting in 1957 when Alfred Hitchcock began hiring blacklisted 

artists(Stockdale). Blacklisted artists were also given credit for the work that they had created 

during their period on the blacklist. Dalton Trumbo, for example, was given credit for all of his 

films created under the pseudonym “Robert Rich” and once the blacklist was lifted, he went on 
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to create more films under his real name, receiving the Academy Award for Best Story(1957), 

the Writers Guild of America Award(1970), and Oscar awards (Stockdale). Ring Larnder Jr. also 

was able to win many awards after the blacklist was dismissed like the highly coveted Laurel 

Award for Screenwriting Achievement(1989), Academy Award for Best Writing Adapted 

Screenplay(1971), Writers Guild of America Award for Best Adapted Comedy(1971), and the 

Ian McLellan Hunter Award(1992) ("Appendix A). Blacklisted screenwriter Millard Lampell 

won an Emmy in 1965, writer Walter Salt received an oscar in 1968, screenwriter Carl Foreman 

won the Laurel Award in 1969, and more (Appendix B). It was clear that blacklisted artists were 

no longer being ostracized for their refusal to conform to societal norms; they were being 

celebrated for it. 

As blacklisted artists were able to resume work and become celebrated, their act of 

standing against the HUAC and government became glorified. Society became fascinated with 

the Hollywood Ten. Film and literature during this era depicted the events of the Hollywood Ten 

members and other blacklisted artists(Appendix C). In 1963, CBS showed a film “Blacklist” on 

their series “The Defenders”. The film portrayed the injustice of the HUAC and was extremely 

popular(Appendix B). Society was finally aware of the injustices committed by the HUAC, and 

they glorified blacklisted members for standing against the oppression and continuing to adhere 

to their beliefs. Being on the blacklist became a symbol of status and an indication of 

honor(Appendix B).  

While past blacklisted artists were celebrated and glorified, those who had turned in 

artists to the HUAC were vilified. There was a huge stigma against those who had been 

blacklisters; they were seen as betrayers and villains (Appendix B). Edward Dmytryk, a film 
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director from the Hollywood Ten, later claimed he was separated from the communist party, and 

in 1951, he turned in names of people he believed had had communist affiliations ("Edward 

Dmytryk, Film Director, Dies at 90."). While immediately after, he was able to create more 

films, as society began to acknowledge the injustice blacklisted artists had faced and began to 

glorify the Hollywood Ten and other blacklisted artists, Dmytryk was seen as a villain. At a film 

festival in Barcelona in 1988, the Hollywood Ten and other blacklisted artists were invited to 

speak about their experience. Blacklisted artists, however, refused to stand with Dmytryk, 

instead publicly calling him “Judas” and an “informer”(Appendix D). Some blacklisted artists 

turned to legal action to seek their revenge. In 1962, John Henry Faulk filed a lawsuit against 

AWARE Inc., Laurence A. Johnson, and Vincent Hartnett. They had placed Faulk on the 

blacklist because of his public anti-blacklist platform. The Lawsuit was highly publicized, and it 

presented the blacklisters as greedy villains(Cold War Cool Medium). While immediately after 

the blacklist was created, those who turned in names were rewarded and praised, they were now 

seen as villains and oppressors. 

Despite the Hollywood Blacklist leading to the short-term disruption of careers and 

causing an immediate anti-communist movement, once the blacklist was lifted and society 

became more aware of the obstruction of justice caused by the HUAC and other blacklisters, the 

Hollywood Ten and other blacklisted artists were glorified and celebrated. Today, the Hollywood 

industry openly uses film to stand against societal norms and discuss issues in society. From 

2016-2020, award shows like the Golden Globes, The Oscars, The Grammys, The Emmys, and 

more poked fun at current President Donald Trump(The Resistance Has Come to Celebrity 

Award Shows). Hollywood is known to be very liberal and whether they prove this through the 
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themes shown in films, witty comedy sketches, or award ceremony speeches, many celebrities 

are not afraid to show their opposition to conservatism, similar to the blacklisted individuals 

allegedly affiliated with the communist party. Celebrities use their platforms to voice their 

beliefs and, when necessary, stand against societal norms.   
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Appendix A  

"Ring Lardner Jr., Wry Screenwriter and Last of the Hollywood 10, Dies at 85." 

     The New York Times, 2 Nov. 2000, www.nytimes.com/2000/11/02/movies/ 

     ring-lardner-jr-wry-screenwriter-and-last-of-the-hollywood-10-dies-at-85.html.  
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Appendix B  

Navasky, Victor. "Chapter 10, Degradation Ceremonies." Victor Navasky's Naming 

     Names, www.writing.upenn.edu/~afilreis/50s/navasky-chap10.html. 

     Originally published in The Viking Press [New York], 1980.
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Appendix C  

Schickel, Richard. "Return of the Hollywood Ten." Film Comment, vol. 17, no. 2, 

     1981, pp. 11–17. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/43451345. Accessed 19 May 

     2020.
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Appendix D 

 "Edward Dmytryk, Film Director, Dies at 90." The New York Times, 3 July 1999, 

     www.nytimes.com/1999/07/03/movies/edward-dmytryk-film-director-dies-at-90.html.  
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